Volcanoes on Mercury

- Mercury appears to be geologically dead and is heavily cratered. There are no large volcanoes like Mars’ Olympus Mons, but there are many smooth, flat plains with few craters.

- Scientists have debated whether these ancient plains were formed by erupting volcanoes driven by internal heat, or simple melting associated with impact processes.

- The latest closeup images by NASA’s MESSENGER support the volcano theory.

*MESSENGER false color image of Caloris impact basin (light orange is the basin interior). Extinct volcanoes were imaged in several of the bright orange regions just inside the southern crater rim.*
Direct & Indirect Evidence for Volcanoes

- MESSENGER has found shield volcanoes and vents suggesting explosive volcanism inside the large Caloris basin.

- The Mercury volcanoes may be similar to the Hawaiian Islands or Olympus Mons on Mars.

- Lava appears to have partly filled impact craters both inside and far from Caloris basin (not shown).

MESSENGER image (left) of a shield-like volcanic dome, multiple vents and associated bright deposits, and partially buried nearby features. Shield volcanism formed the island of Hawaii (right).
The Big Picture

- Volcanism appears to be responsible for formation of Mercury’s widespread plains.

- Mercury’s ancient plains-forming, crater-filling volcanic style was more similar to the Moon than Mars or Earth.

- MESSENGER will enter orbit around Mercury in 2011, offering abundant opportunity to image volcanic features and place Mercury’s volcanism in a solar system context.

Volcanic features in the inner solar system
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